
Pay only for actual activity with Schibsted RON Display CPC . Choose this 
product when the goal of your campaign is to generate traffic to your 
site and you want to pay per click.  
.

Schibsted RON Display CPC

Format: M odul 640x320, W idescreen 250x600, 
Panorama 320x320
File format: HTM L5, HTM L, JPG, GIF, PNG, 
Third-party script

CPC 7 SEK (non guaranteed)

Preference, Action

Increase the accuracy of the 
campaign by adding geo data  
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CPC
Display RON
7 SEK/click



MATERIAL SPECIFIKATION OCH CREATIVE GUIDANCE 

Schibsted RON Display CPC

Format Desktop: 640x320 & 250x600 (200 kb)
Format Mobile: 320x320 (150 kb)
Filformat: HTML5, HTML, JPG, GIF, PNG, Third-party script Aftonbladet           Blocket                SvD                  TV.nu                Klart                 Omni           Omni Ekonomi

To ensure delivery and to get the most out of your CPC-campaign we 
recommend you to follow these guidelines 

● Aim for coherence and great user experience. 

● Aim for a short and clear message with a clear CTA that attracts clicks- and 
the traffic to your site will increase.

● It is important that local ads are enhanced with geo data. 

● Test. Test. Test. Experiment and always evaluate what works best for your 
specific CPC-campaign. 



Schibsted RON Display CPC
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All formats are required: To maximize the effect of your CPC-campaign it is required 
that you as a customer deliver material in all formats, i.e. 320x320, 640x320 and 
250x600.

Design: If the material does not follow the recommended guidelines provided by 
Schibsted and the campaign does not deliver a minimum CTR of 0,1 %, Schibsted has 
the right to inactivate the campaign until new material based on our guidelines is 
provided. 

Non-guaranteed: We can not guarantee that the number of clicks you wish for will 
be delivered, but you will only pay for the clicks that actually were delivered. 

Campaign period: Minimum campaign period is 7 days. 

BUSINESS RULES 


